Judge Mrs Jane Tackley
Cambridgeshire Cat Club Saturday 28th March 2009

Thanks to Sally Tokens and the committee for the invitation to judge once again. Nice
to see you up and about Sally, although on crutches, hopefully you will soon be more
mobile and back to normal. I inherited several open classes due to judge illness, I hope
exhibitors were not disappointed with my placings. Jeni Baldwin came along especially
to steward for me, we had a very busy but happy day. Thank you for marking my
catalogue Jeni.
AC Birman Premier Neuter Male

1ST GPC Ensor’s PR KITTAH ODYSSEUS (13c5) M 25.10.2007
A 1 year 5 months old red point male of very good type, long bodied well grown and
muscular – excellent weight and boning. Broad rounded skull, medium size flame red
ears set well apart on the head. Required slight dip to the profile, pink nose leather and
level bite. Strong rounded muzzle, firm chin and wide rounded cheeks. Full rich red
mask, this extending across the whisker pads. Clean white feet, the front gloves are
full and matching, on the right glove white travels a little up the outside, behind this
glove white travels to the stopper pad but not past. Medium length back socks and long
tapering gauntlets reaching to the hocks, the left gauntlet trickles off to the inside.
Medium length thick set legs of substantial bone, strong paws. Pale red points
colouring, a fraction uneven, which I expect at this age he is still young. Full silky soft
pale cream body coat, showing a slight golden hue across the shoulders today. Full neck
and chest ruff and clean well groomed underbody. Excellent temperament and very well
shown.
2nd RGPC Stables PR RIVANNA CLOUDSHADOW (13c4) MN 03.11.2005
A 3 years 4 months old well grown and strong boned lilac point Birman of quite good
type. Broad rounded skull, neat pinkish grey coloured ears set well apart on the head.
Quite a wide medium length nose, in profile showing the required slight dip. Level bite
and firm chin, lilac nose leather. Almost round expressive eyes of a clear medium blue.
The pinkish grey mask extending across the wide cheeks, a fraction paler across the
whisker pads, strong muzzle. The right front glove is lower than the left, back socks
are short, the gauntlets reach half way up the back of the legs. All feet nice and white.
Medium length thick set legs, pinkish grey points colouring to front legs a little uneven
today. Good length pinkish lilac tail to balance his long body, rather sparse today. Full
silky soft magnolia body coat, medium length neck and chest ruff. Underbody is clean
and well groomed. A gentle giant, faultless show preparation.

AC Birman Premier Neuter Female – oh I had some lovely ladies in this class

Leppard’s 1st GPC UK GRCH & IGR PR FANCYTOO GRUOCH (13c4) FN 29.12.1995
A 13 year old lilac lady of quality, she was long in the body and of good weight, perfect
balance. Broad head, medium size lilac coloured ears spaced well part, required slight
dip to profile, nose leather is lilac. Level bite and she has all her teeth: excellent
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strong rounded muzzle and firm chin. Wide and rounded cheeks, the dense lilac face
mask extending across the whisker pads. Expressive eyes a little pale now - almost
round but not bold. I just love her expression. Clean white feet, the gloves finish
below the angle formed by the paw and leg. Back socks medium in length, the left
gauntlet a fraction shorter than the right both taper up the back of the legs. Points a
uniform pinkish grey, as was her well furnished tail, this a good length to balance.
Expertly presented full length unshaded silky soft magnolia body coat. Full length neck
and chest ruff, clear unshaded and well groomed underbody. We were scolded for
disturbing her sleep the way only a Birman Lady can, tossing her pretty head at us and
huffing! Lovely to see her once again.
2nd RGPC Stables IGR CH & GR PR RIVANNA CHIFFON (13c13) FN 21.03.1999
Another veteran lady this time a 10 year old chocolate tabby beauty. Broad skull the
dark chocolate coloured ears set well apart on the head. Level bite and required slight
dip to the profile, nose leather is pink outlined in milk chocolate. Expressive medium
blue eyes almost round but not bold. Clear ‘M’ to the forehead, spotted whisker pads
and light coloured spectacles. The wide rounded cheeks are covered by her striking
dark chocolate tabby mask. Strong and rounded muzzle. Pure white feet, the front
gloves are full and match across the angle formed by the paw. The back socks almost
match, tapering gauntlets, the left is slightly longer than the right. Medium length
thick set legs and strong paws. Points colouring to the front legs pale chocolate
markings on a light bronze agouti ground. Well furnished chocolate coloured tail, this
could be a fraction longer for balance. The tail shows several broken rings underneath,
tail tip is solid chocolate. Fabulous full length ivory body coat, groomed to perfection.
Full neck and chest ruff, clear underbody and slightly curled tummy fur. A little
uptight today but Chiffon handled okay.

Seal Point Birman Adult Male

1st CC Caton’s PURINDOORS PICTUREPURFECT (13c1) M 21.02.2008
A 13 month old seal point male of fair type, he is an excellent size well boned and long in
the body, muscular feel. Fairly broad skull, seal brown ears held a little high today.
Required slight dip to the profile, level bite and firm chin. There is some pigment loss
on lower lips and philtrum, this only apparent whilst checking the bite. Full dense seal
brown mask, this extends across the still developing cheeks, the muzzle needing to
strengthen. Almost round medium blue eyes, the right eye appears lazy, when out of his
pen however all seems well (I did get this confirmed). He is very nervous, but not
aggressive. Clean white feet, front gloves low and below the angle formed by the paw
and leg. Medium well matched back socks and gauntlets, both gauntlets taper. The seal
brown points colouring to the legs a little uneven at present, as to be expected. Medium
length pale beige body coat, nicely presented, short neck ruff. Well groomed
underbody with some surface shading between the back legs. Well furnished rather
brindled pale brown tail, a good length to balance the body. Typical adolescent looking
young man, no-where near finished growing yet!
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Seal Point Birman Adult Female

1st CC & BoB Leppard’s KLASSYKLOGS KATRIONA (13c1) F 05.04.2008
An 11 month old seal point female of very good type, well boned and long in the body,
good weight and balance for a female of this age. Broad rounded skull, the medium size
seal brown ears are set well apart on the head. Required slight dip to the profile, level
bite and firm tapering chin. Strong rounded muzzle, the nose leather is seal brown.
The cheeks are rounded and well developed, the seal brown mask extends over the wide
rounded cheeks, these are still developing. Expressive deep blue almost round eyes,
generating typical Birman expression. Full gloves, almost symmetrical across paw line.
Medium length matching back socks, full tapering gauntlets finishing just below the
hocks. Medium length thick set legs, points colouring to legs seal brown, just a little
patchy at present. Good length well furnished rich seal brown tail to balance her body.
The body coat is pale beige, this is full soft and silky to the touch. Medium length ruff
around the neck and clear well groomed under parts, slightly curled tummy fur. Expertly
presented for the show today, a lively lady with plenty to say for herself.
Congratulations on attaining Championship status today.
2nd Bennett & Norfors PICNMIX MARIE BELLE (13c1) F 15.04.2008
Another 11 month old seal point Birman of fair type, she is long in the body but rather
fine in bone for the breed. Rounded skull, the medium size seal brown ears are set
rather close and today dominate her features. The bite is level, the chin is firm and
tapering, seal brown nose leather. Slight dip to the profile, the muzzle is fine and
needs to strengthen. Dense seal brown mask, this covers her still developing cheeks.
Almost round very expressive eyes of two tone blue, paler blue on the outer rim. Pure
white gloves, these finish below the angle formed by the paw and leg but match. The
left back sock is higher than the right, good medium length gauntlets, these could be
whiter! Medium length fine boned legs showing uniform rich seal brown points colouring.
The body coat is pale beige, medium in length it is clean and has been well prepared.
Medium length neck ruff and clear unshaded underbody. Well furnished seal brown tail
to balance the body. A happy nice natured exhibit.

Red, Cream or Tortie Point Birman Adult Female

1st CC & BoB Ensor’s CH ESAYA KITTAH CASSANDRA (13c5) F 14.08.2006
A 2 years 7 month old red point female of good type. She is long in the body and well
boned. The skull is broad and rounded, medium size rich red medium ears set well part
on the head. Expressive almost round two tone blue eyes, the outer rim is pale blue.
Required slight dip to the profile, a level bite and firm chin, the nose leather is pink.
Full rich red mask extending across the wide and rounded cheeks, strong rounded
muzzle. Medium length well boned legs and strong paws. Points colouring to the legs a
fairly uniform pale orange. Symmetrical full front gloves, behind the right glove white
draws level to the stopper pad. Medium length back socks, the right gauntlet is longer
than the left. All paws clean and white. The pale cream body coat is thick and of a
good length, heavy shading across the shoulders and back today, still adequate
contrasts. Medium length neck and chest ruff, clear unshaded underbody. Bushy flame
red medium length tail to balance the body. Excellent temperament even though she
was quietly calling.
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AC Turkish Van Adult Male

1st CC Lombard’s YENICIZGI IZAMBARD HEDIYE (13d) M 16.05.2008
A 10 month old auburn Turkish Van male of quite good type, he has a long sturdy body.
The head quite a good wedge, the muzzle a little square at present. The medium length
nose has a barely perceptible dip when viewed in profile, nose leather is pink. Well
feathered ears, they are moderately large, set fairly close together and high on the
head. He has a level bite and strong chin. The eyes are amber in colour, more round
than oval in shape, very alert and expressive, the rims are pink. The right eye looking
rather sore he has been scratched just underneath the eye, and today this is clearly
giving him discomfort. I did discuss this with his owner later in the day. Fairly even
auburn head markings, these are separated by a vertical white blaze, a small amount of
auburn colour trickles up both ears. Auburn colouring does not go below the level of the
eyeliners, nor beyond the back of the ears. The well boned legs are medium in length, he
has neat tufted feet. Quite a short body coat at present, this is chalk white but would
have benefited from more preparation for the show. He has a short neck and chest
ruff. Good length well furnished pale auburn tail, there is auburn colour extending from
the root of the tail on to the lower back. Much happier being assessed inside his pen,
where he purred all the time.

AC Turkish Van Adult Female

1st CC & BoB Dolley’s YENICIZGI TULAY (13d) F 11.12.2007
A 1 year 3 months old auburn Turkish lady of very good type, she is long in the body and
muscular but retaining femininity. The head forms a substantial wedge shape, the
medium length nose showing a barely perceptible dip when viewed in profile. Moderately
large ears, set fairly close together and placed high on the head, insides of ears are
shell pink. She has a level bite and strong chin. The eyes are medium amber in colour,
oval in shape, alert and expressive, the eye rims are pink. Generous auburn head
markings, these are separated by a vertical white blaze, a small amount of auburn colour
trickles up both ears. The rich auburn colouring does not go beyond the back of the
ears, a small amount of auburn just past the right eyeliner. The well boned legs are
medium in length, neat tufted clean white paws. Good length well furnished rich auburn
tail, showing clean colour cut off at the root of tail. Medium length chalk white body
coat short neck and chest ruff, clean white underbody. I did not observe any auburn
thumbprints on the body. A shy but gentle exhibit, very well presented.

AC Colourpointed or Mitted Ragdoll Adult Male

1st CC & BoB Hamilton’s ADETELO PURRBLUEBUBBLE (66a) M 02.04.2008
Almost 1 year old a blue colourpointed Ragdoll male of excellent type, large and
extremely well grown for his age. Long, strong and muscular body he is an excellent
weight, deep chest strong neck. The head is broad with flat plane, not domed. There is
good width between the ears, these are medium in size, well furnished and rounded
showing the desired slight forward tilt. Well developed cheeks and rounded muzzle, full
bluish grey face mask extending across the whisker pads and cheeks. Level bite and
firm chin. The nose is medium in length, the profile shows a gentle dip and is slightly
retrousse at the tip. Large well opened expressive deep blue eyes, slightly oblique in
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their set. Medium length legs of substantial bone, large round well tufted paws. The
points colouring to the legs is a uniform greyish blue. Excellent length bluish grey tail
bushy tail to balance the body, which he can tense at the tip, when relaxed all is well.
Dense silky soft bluish white body coat, full neck ruff and knickerbockers. Clear
underbody, excellent presentation by his owner, excellent temperament by the exhibit!
I judged this young man as a kitten I liked him then, he is simply stunning now.

AC Colourpointed or Mitted Ragdoll Adult Female

1st CC Hamilton’s XELALUV PARSHA (66) F 25.04.2007
Almost 2 year old seal colourpointed Ragdoll lady of good type. She is substantial in
weight, long in the body and has very good boning. The broad head has a flat plane, not
domed. Excellent width between the medium size rich seal brown ears, these show the
typical Ragdoll slight forward tilt. The ears are rounded at the tips and fairly well
furnished. The chin is firm, the bite level, nose leather seal brown. Medium nose
length, showing a gentle dip when viewed in profile, it is straight at the tip. Large well
opened clear medium blue eyes, these are set well apart and they are slightly oblique in
their set. Rounded muzzle, I would prefer a little more length, good width to her
cheeks. The face mask is seal brown, just a little brindled around the eyes today.
Medium length legs of substantial bone, firm and round tufted paws, seal brown points
colouring. The body colour is warm beige, silky in texture, and fairly dense it is medium
in length. Shading across the shoulders and lower back, still good contrasts. A medium
length neck ruff and short knickerbockers. The rich seal brown tail easily reaching to
the shoulders, this tapers towards the tip. Quite a wriggler, but gentle in nature, well
shown.
2nd Wood’s WOODYPAWS FORGET ME NOT (66at) F 02.07.2007
A 1 year 8 month old blue tabby colourpoint female Ragdoll of quite good type. Well
grown, substantial boning and long bodied, reasonable weight. The broad head shows
flat plane, there is good width between the ears. I would prefer the ears a little wider
at their base. Well developed cheeks the muzzle needs to be more rounded. The chin
is firm and the bite is level. Medium length nose, this is slightly retrousse at the tip.
The blue tabby mask is full and covers the cheeks. Clear ‘M’ to forehead, spectacle
markings around the eyes and spotted whisker pads. Large well opened eyes of a good
blue, set well apart and are slightly oblique in their set. The medium length legs show
substantial boning. Large well tufted round paws. The front legs show clearly defined
blue tabby markings on a light beige agouti ground. The full length blue tail shows many
varied rings, the tail tip is solid blue. Full length bluish white body coat, this is dense
and silky in texture. Good length ruff and knickerbockers. Friendly little lady, well
presented.
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Norwegian Forest Kitten Female

1st BoB Fraser-Smith NORSKMAGI VENETIA (67 36) F 24.07.2008
An elegant 8 month old black smoke Norwegian of excellent type, she is strongly built
with good bone structure. Triangular head shape, excellent long and straight profile.
The forehead is slightly rounded, level bite and strong chin. Well tufted large ears
wide at their base, and placed high on the head. Obliquely set oval shaped green eyes,
generating an alert expression. Good stance, noticeably higher on the back legs, large
well tufted round paws. The tail is long and bushy easily reaching to the shoulders.
Venetia has a silvery white undercoat, covered by the black smooth overcoat, guard
hairs apparent but feeling soft at present., the texture still developing. Medium length
shirtfront and knickerbockers. Excellent show presentation, a most attractive exhibit
with show presence, I like her very much.

Blue Point Birman Neuter Female

1st PC & BoB Medlock & Whitworth’s KITTAH ANDROMACHE (13c2) FN 06.03.2007
A 2 years old blue point female of good Birman type. Well boned and long in the body,
muscular and of a good weight. Broad skull, the medium size blue-grey ears are set well
apart on the head. Required slight dip to the profile, level bite and firm tapering chin.
The nose leather is slate grey, the muzzle is strong and rounded. Excellent wide
rounded cheeks, these are covered by the pale blue-grey mask, just a little brindled
today around the eyes and whisker pads. Almost round but not bold deep blue
expressive eyes. Full clean white gloves, even across paw line, white travels up the
outside of right glove. Good back socks, full tapering gauntlets finishing just below the
hocks. On the top of left gauntlet white hooks towards the inside. Medium length
thick set legs, points colouring to legs a uniform powder blue. Medium length well
furnished blue-grey tail balances the body. Medium length bluish white body coat, soft
and silky to the touch. Medium length neck and chest ruff, clear unshaded underbody.
A well presented gentle natured exhibit.

AC Colourpointed or Mitted Ragdoll Neuter Male

1st PC & BoB Passfield-Taylor’s HAZELDOLLS PYEWACKETT (66tw) MN 02.04.2008
Almost 1 year old, a seal tabby mitted Ragdoll of quality, long in the body muscular with
a broad chest and short strong neck. Broad head with flat plane, good width between
the medium size ears. The seal brown ears are well furnished and rounded at the tips,
showing the desired slight forward tilt. Large well opened eyes, set well apart of a clear
medium blue. The eyes are slightly oblique in set. Strong rounded muzzle, level bite and
firm chin. Clear ‘M’ to the forehead, the seal brown tabby mask covers the well
developed cheeks. The nose is medium in length has a gentle dip to the profile and is
almost straight at the tip. Strong medium length legs, front legs showing clearly
defined seal tabby markings on a pale brown agouti ground. Long bushy seal brown tail,
showing several varied rings underneath, the tail tip is solid seal brown. The silky and
dense beige body coat is medium in length, medium length neck ruff and knickerbockers.
White mittens and white back legs up to level of underbody. White chin, chest and
underbody. Excellent show preparation and delightful friendly temperament.
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AC Bi-Colour Ragdoll Neuter

1st PC & BoB Doran’s ADORING SIR JASPURR (66 31) MN 04.03.2008
A 1 year old seal bicolour young man of excellent type size and boning, muscular body
and heavy in set. Broad head with flat plane, not domed. Rich seal brown well furnished
medium size ears showing the desired slight forward tilt. Well developed cheeks and a
rounded well developed muzzle. Level bite and strong chin, gentle dip to the profile,
the nose is slightly retrousse at the tip. The seal brown mask has a balanced inverted
‘V’ of white from the forehead extending down the nose, whisker pads and chin. Medium
length white legs of substantial bone, strong paws. The back legs are white to the level
of the underbody. The bib chest and entire underbody are white. Predominately beige
body coat with some random patches of white, all clean well prepared. Good length
tapering seal brown tail to balance.
Striking exhibit with excellent contrasts.
Reluctant to be judged at first, but we had a chat and eventually he allowed us to
assess him.

AV Breeders Adult Female – always a tough class

1st Mott’s JANDOUGLEN SEILEACH (13c13) F 14.03.2006
A 3 year old chocolate tabby point female Birman of very good type, she is long bodied,
well grown and of good balance for her age. Broad and rounded skull, medium milk
chocolate coloured ears, set well apart on the head. Medium length nose, in profile
showing the desired slight dip. The muzzle is strong and rounded, level bite and firm
chin. Milk chocolate tabby markings to the mask, which is extended across her wide
still developing cheeks. The mask shows a clear ‘M’ to the forehead, light coloured
spectacle markings surround her expressive eyes and spotted whisker pads. Excellent
deep blue almost round eyes. Pure white feet, the front gloves full and almost
symmetrical. Medium length back socks, full tapering gauntlets the left gauntlet is
slightly longer. Medium length thick set legs, points colouring to the front legs pale
chocolate tabby markings on a light bronze agouti ground. Good length pale chocolate
tail to balance the body, this has several tabby markings underneath the tail tip is pale
chocolate. Good length ivory body coat, silky soft and well prepared, feminine neck and
chest ruff and clear well groomed underbody. She has a delightful loving nature and
clearly enjoys being shown. Well done, a very nice exhibit.
2nd Skinner’S TANZACOON TABBY ROAD (64 41d) F 26.06.2008
A 9 months old red classic tabby Maine Coon a golden eyed beauty of very good type.
She is long bodied with proportionate limbs, creating the characteristic rectangular
appearance. Medium length head excellent square muzzle, level bite and firm chin.
Large tall well tufted ears, they are placed high on the head. Fairly full cheeks and high
cheek bones. Medium length nose, the profile shows a shallow concave curve at the
nasal bridge. Wide spaced full and round golden coloured eyes, set in a slightly oblique
aperture. Legs of substantial boning, well tufted large paws. Long profuse and flowing
tail wide at the base, and tapering towards the tip. Reaches shoulders. Attractive red
butterfly to the shoulders. Substantial glossy body coat, showing rich red markings on
a bright apricot agouti ground. Medium length shaggy frontal ruff and breeches.
Another promising exhibit beautifully presented, excellent show temperament.
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3rd Stantons CH RAGADDICT MIAMORIO (66 31) F 02.10.2007
A 1 year 5 month old seal bi-colour Ragdoll of very good type. Well boned and of a good
weight, expressive deep blue eyes. Excellent presentation and possessing a gentle
loving temperament.
What a class!

AV Limit Adult

1st Mott’s CAMULODUNUM JANDOUGLEN BEN (13c12) M 12.06.2008
A 9 month old blue tabby Birman of very good type, he is long bodied well boned and
muscular. Broad rounded skull, medium ears set well apart on the head. Strong rounded
muzzle, level bite and firm chin. Required slight dip to the profile. Almost round but not
bold eyes of an excellent blue. Full mask extending across the wide but still developing
cheeks, clear ‘M’ to the forehead, light coloured spectacle markings around the eyes and
spotted whisker pads. The front gloves are symmetrical and finish across the angle
formed by the paw and leg. Medium length back socks and tapering gauntlets, these
finish half way up the back of the legs. Medium length legs of substantial boning, greyblue points colouring to the legs. The front legs showing blue markings on a light beige
agouti background. Well furnished blue-grey tail to balance the body, blue tabby
markings underneath the tail apparent, the tail tip is blue-grey. Bluish white body coat,
silky soft in texture and medium in length, full neck and chest ruff. Clear well groomed
underbody - an impressive young man of very good balance for 9 months old. Expert
show preparation the white feet just sparkled!
2nd Leppard’s KLASSYKLOGS KATRIONA (13c1) F 05.04.2008
3rd Stanton’s CH RAGADDICT MIAMORIA (66 31) F) 02.10.2007

AV Radius Kitten

1st Medlock & Whitworth’s KITTAH HERA (13c4) F 06.08.2008
2nd Vale’s ADNIOLO PHATPAWS BOOTGIRL (66a) F 22.09.2008
3rd Tyler SKYVALLEY BOBBLEICIOUS (13c11) F 21.10.2008

AV Visitors Neuter

1st Jones GR PR COONFLAKES CARA MIA (64 20) FN 31.10.2005
2nd Leppard’s UK GRCH & IGR PR FANCYTOO GROUCH (13c4) FN 29.12.1995
3rd Deacon’s PR GLEDEKATT FENJA (67 31t) FN 17.07.2006

AV SLH Kitten (CHARITY)

Godfrey’s PARTYPALACE MAZARATI (66w) M 31.10.2008

AC Bi-Colour Ragdoll Adult, Kitten or Neuter – Cambridge CC

1st Percival’s CH BLEUGEMS TEDDIE BEAR (66 31) M 08.08.2007
2nd Stanton’s CH RAGADDICT MIAMORIO F 02.10.2007

End of report
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